Pulling the chocks out…your editor Brian M. Carlson
2018 should be another great year in the club. We got-together once again at Stan’s shop /
man cave on March 3rd (thanks, Ellen, for the Cheesy Potatoes) and plotted out our course of events
for our lucky thirteenth year as an organized club and affiliate chapter of MVPA.
Speaking of the MVPA, those of us who are members of the national will have noticed that
their two publications (Supply Line and Army Motors) will be molded into one unified club magazine.
Granted, I’m not one of the “old guard” MVPA members, but in my borderline not so humble opinion,
it’s about darn time. While retiring editor Reg Hodson has put a lot of sweat equity into Army Motors
over the last 30-plus years, I for one will be glad to see a unified publication for all of MVPA. For
those of you who aren’t MVPA members, while that is your prerogative, I highly encourage you to join
the national (actually international) organization. You’ll notice fresh new advertising for them in here
(including a membership form), as part of maintaining our affiliation with them.
Another new advertiser you’ll notice is David Doyle Books. Some of you have seen him at the
MVPA national meets, the former Iola military show, or recognize him as the Supply Line editor (or
whatever the new name will become for the new combined magazine). He’s now jumped in with both
feet into the retail book industry. In addition to advertising in our newsletter, he sent six books which
were raffle prizes at the March 3rd meeting at Stan’s. Be it for research of your HMV or if you just
enjoy military history, David has a full catalog on line of titles (and discounts) that will be to your liking.
As always, I look forward to your input for YOUR newsletter. I got some pieces from other
members, along with ideas for other pieces from members, but look forward to the day where I have
too much stuff to fit in the newsletter without putting into a font so small that you’ll throw your back out
squinting to read it. Once again, email me at bmitchellcarlson@gmail.com
Keep the paint up, the rubber down, & share the knowledge; BMC
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March membership meeting at
Stan’s shop,

by BMC

In what’s becoming a rite of March, we
held our third annual winter meeting at Stan’s
shop, in rural Buxton. While some members
arrived early, several who were vendors at the
Grand Forks gun show beat feet down to
Buxton when the show closed at 5PM. By
dinner time at 6PM, we had a dozen members
present. Stan’s better half Ellen had fixed
another excellent dinner, featuring the club
favorite, her Cheesy Potatoes. Thanks, Ellen!

report follows). Notable additions to those
notes were that we had half a dozen books that
were donated by a new advertiser and
member, David Doyle Books.

Along with a G503 cap from Ron Fitzpatrick
Jeep parts (another one of our new
advertisers) we conducted a drawing after the
official meeting to award them to attendees.

Dig in, boys, the Cheesy Potatoes are between
Ron and Stan, with Ken heading that way.
Although there were no new projects of
Stan’s to kick tires on, Rory brought over a
military themed train set that he bought
recently.
Ellen and Jake were chosen to draw the
names from Rory’s hat, while Stu tries to keep
things honest.

Boys and their toys. Ken looks on while Rory
operates his O-scale MV train set, while Jake
realizes that he has no shot at playing with it.
After supper, we started the official
meeting around 7PM (the official secretary’s
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Lyle was the first one drawn to pick a prize,
with Dianne Herr mulling over her choice.

Ken Cramer picks Squadron/Signal’s “HarleyDavison WLA In Action”.

“Stan, did you want this one? Aw, shucks, too
bad, I’m gonna to take it anyway.”
You can find his ad further in this
newsletter, and you should check his website
for that book on military vehicles you’ve been
looking for; be they wheel, winged, tracked, or
whatever floats your boat – including boats.

Unsurprisingly, Dennis picked the White M3A1
Scout Car book from Squadron/Signal.
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Stuart “I always get picked last” Lenzke.
Right at the end of the meeting, Stan
had put together a quiz on club and HMV trivia,
with his own prizes awarded. Some of the
questions even had correct answers!

Tied for having the most correct answers was
Ken Yuly and Dave Bratager, with their swag.
By 7:35 PM, we had the meeting
wrapped up, as members who came from the
western part of the state wanted to get back
that evening, due to a forecasted winter storm
for Sunday. A splendid time was had by all
who attended, and THANKS AGAIN to Ellen
and Stan!

Official ND-MVCA minutes.
Meeting of 3 March 2018
The regular quarterly meeting of the North
Dakota Military Vehicle Collectors Association was
held at Stan’s garage in Buxton, ND on Saturday
March 3rd, 2018. There were 12 members and 1
guest in attendance. The meeting was called to
order by President Rory Grenier at 17:00 . Lunch
was provided by Stan and Ellen. The members
expressed their thanks for Stan and Ellen hosting.
The reading of the minutes was approved as read.
Treasurer’s report was given which showed
a positive bank balance. The only outstanding bill
was the MVPA insurance.
(For specific club
financial data, contact Treasurer Ron Martin, as
some members have security concerns about
specific amounts being published – Editor)
Under old business, the Calendar was
discussed. The club expressed their appreciated to
Brian Carlson for the high quality calendar and
newsletter.
Along with accolades for the high quality
calendar and newsletter, it was asked that
members continue to send in articles and pictures.
It was also announced that the next newsletter
would carry a notice that past due members would
no longer receive newsletter mailings until dues
were paid in full.
Dues were collected from Stuart Lenzke,
Dave B., Gary Gylten and Bradley Nickley (newly
joined at the gun show that day - Editor). Current
membership stands at 37 paid members.
Under New business the decision to return
to Ft. Ransom was announced. This will be our
official summer meet and trail ride. Ron and Rory
will reach out to Rockstands at Ft. Ransom and
determine availability.
Later in July is the
preliminary weekend. An official notice will go out
via email.
It was also announced that the annual
Medora Veterans Weekend will be held the 3rd
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Sunday in July. A couple of the members are
planning to attend.
It was brought up that Fargo would be
hosting the Blue Angels this summer.
The
membership was less than enthusiastic. So, no
action was taken.
Stan entertained the club with a quiz on
NDMVCA history.
David Doyle donated a box of books which
were donated to the club and given out at door
prizes.
Ron Fitzpatrick sent a new parts catalogue
and Rory explained how elaborate and detailed the
catalogue is. The numbers have also been digitized
and put on line with detailed drawings.
Being no further business, the meeting was
adjourned at 19:35.

Respectfully submitted,
Ron Martin – Secretary.

I guess Ron was going to get around to putting
his MB away for the winter, but preferred to go
around the west side of Fargo with it instead.

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!
Attention North Dakota Military
Vehicle Collector Club Members!

Back by popular demand! A special
weekend and trail ride has been planned
for the weekend of July 20th, 21st & 22th at
beautiful Fort Ransom, North Dakota.
Ft. Ransom is nestled in the beautiful
Sheyenne River Valley, 32 miles south of
Valley City.
Ft. Ransom is part of the
National Scenic Byway and is home to Ft.
Ransom State Park.
It is 25 miles from the Sheyenne
National Grasslands with many miles of
jeep trails through the rolling hills and
trees.

Some of the members are planning
on arriving Friday evening. A block of
rooms have been reserved at the
Rockstads River Inn, downtown Ft.
Ransom. It is “first come, first serve”.
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Call for reservations and talk to
Karen; 903-814-2058.
Tell her you are
with the North Dakota Military Vehicle
Collectors Association. There are rooms
at the Inn, and there is also a “Yurt” which
is like a big modern Tipi that sleeps 6 in
one big open room. Kind of neat. The
members who stayed there last year had a
“Yurt” of a time!
The Viking View motel is also in
town; 701-973-2101.
Fort Ransom State Park also has
camping available.
We will plan on having a several
smaller trail rides, with the main trail ride
on Saturday leaving Ft. Ransom about
11:00 AM. Pack a lunch for a trail picnic.

Mark your calendars and plan on
coming to Ft. Ransom for a trail ride the
weekend of July 20, 21, 22, 2018!

HMV’s and wanna-be’s at the 2018 Arizona
Collector Car Auctions
by BMC
With seven collector car auctions
conducted over the course of a week in the
middle of January around the Phoenix, Arizona
metropolitan area, you are bound to see just
about every type of collector vehicle – and
Historic Military Vehicles are no exception.
Blessed with wonderful weather during the
week, yet with a little rain on Saturday morning
and subsequent cooling over the weekend, it
still beat North Dakota and the surrounding
region – actually most of the rest of the country
- hands down for being outside.
For those of us looking for HMV’s, this
year it all boiled down to the two largest
volume auction houses; Barrett-Jackson and
Russo and Steele, with the latter only have one
on the docket.

Russo’s sole HMV was consignment
2114, a 1985 Chevrolet Blazer M1009. While
this was a real Mil-spec example, it’s had its
share of being messed with in the civilian
world. Claiming to wear “New Military Spec
Sherwin Williams CARC Chem Resist Paint”
(sic)…I have my doubts. What I do know it
was done over rust and dents, then they gave
the roof cap a coat of spray-on truck bedliner –
along with the floor of the interior. The seats –
front and rear – were redone in a dark charcoal
vinyl rather than brown, but otherwise generally
retained its stock configuration, with radio and
rifle racks in place.
It sold for $8,000 (or $8,800 with buyer’s
fee of ten-percent).
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Ammo can console solves the no cup-holders
in a CUCV issue (I could’ve used this is 1986).
Over at Barrett-Jackson, there was a
much greater variety of HMV’s. The most
popular were HUMVEE’s. They had seven
total; three were from one consignor, and I’ll
dare say these 6.2 Liter powered examples
were not primo. Indeed, their best feature what
that they were sold on supposedly clear titles.
These all ran across the block (and at least
they ran) on the first day of car sales on
Monday.

Lot 32, 1988 AM General M998
HUMVEE 4-door with utility top. Given a
schlocky repaint over the damaged fenders in
an overall dark blue (and not USAF Strata
Blue, either), it was described as…“Newly
painted, it now resembles the Medical MASH
Unit from TV fame.”
Where do they dream this BS up from?
Seriously.
Overall condition 4, Sold for $11,000, or
$12,100 with buyer’s fee of 10-percent, as
were all vehicles here.
(Continued page 10)

(Continued

from

page

7)

Lot #38, 1991 AM General M998 HUMVEE
canvas-sided 4-door with open pickup bed
configuration
Painted spray-bomb glossy
black, this was one of the better 6.2 Liter
examples (and without a goofball story behind
it), even if they did rattle-can the vinyl doors –
and maybe even the tires. Overall condition
4+, bid to $12,700, or $13,970 all in.

Lot #41, 1993 AM General M998
HUMVEE, in soft-sided 4-door pickup
configuration. The consignor’s wife is probably
still trying to figure out where her sponge
painting kit from the craft store went (unless he
was able to convince her to camo this up –
although it looks more like a daughter’s type
redo). Overall condition 4+, bid to $12,200, or
$13,200
fees
inclusive.

Moving on to consignors who actually
made a concerted effort to sell their vehicles,
we get to yet another near matching pair of
HUMVEE’s. First is lot 354, 1987 AM General
M1038 in 4-door vinyl sided wagon
configuration. In overall desert tan, barring a
few added decals, this was pretty much a stock
unit. It did have a NOM 6.5 Liter engine (but
that’s hardly a downgrade). Overall condition
3-, bid to $19,000, or $20,900 with fees, as one
that generally authentic or can play in the sand.

Almost a copycat, lot 354.1 was another
1987 AM General M1038 HUMVEE, but in 2door soft-top pickup configuration. Also in
desert tan, it’s claimed to be a Gulf War
veteran from an Army artillery unit. This one
has a replacement 6.2 L in it, stated as being
“upgraded”, but not how.
In 3- condition, it
sold for $13,000, or $14,300 total. Provided
there weren’t any title issues, this was the best
buy on a generally authentic HUMVEE here –
and shows that nobody wants a two-door
anything anymore if they can get a four-door
instead.

For those of you who like bells and whistles,
there was Lot 534, a 1986 AM General M998
HUMVEE hard-sided 4-door with slant-back
rear roof. I wasn’t able to track this one down,
so the image is courtesy of Barrett-Jackson.
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Part of the reason was that, even as late as
Wednesday, cars were coming in late due to
the foul weather in the Southeast.
Per the
description, it featured a roof ring mount with a
dummy M2 .50 cal on it.
It also as a
Targetmaster replacement 6.2 Liter engine. As
I didn’t inspect it, I can’t rate it for condition. It
hammered sold for $40,000, or $44,000 with all
fees, which seems rather steep, even if it’s well
restored and heavily kitted out.

The final HUMVEE was Lot 653, a 1993
AM General M998 4-door soft side pickup
configuration. Retaining a NATO 4-color camo
scheme, it’s also set for use around Phoenix
with a rear mount cabin air conditioner. It’s
also stated to have a “new” 6.5 Liter Diesel. In
overall 3+ condition, it sold for $27,000 on the
hammer, or $29,700 with “the juice”.

Another AM General product (or at least
it started that way) was Lot 920, a modified
1990 M35A2 2 ½-ton truck.
Retaining its
original turbocharged Mulitifuel engine, the
frame was trimmed and it lost the rearmost
axle. The remaining axles have super single
tires. In back is a M105 1 ½-ton trailer’s cargo
box, including the integral fenders. Beyond
that, it’s mostly add-on’s ranging from handy
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(step plates) to hokey (dummy machine gun
barrels sticking out of the front fenders).
Overall condition 3+, hammered sold for
$15,000, or $16,500 with buy fees.

Continuing the modified theme is lot
1311.1, a 1941 Dodge WC-14 customized 4x4
pickup. In gray with black fenders, I’ll defer to
the consignor’s description:
This custom-built 1941 Military Power
Wagon is nicknamed “Full Metal Jacket.”…is
powered by a 3.9-liter 4BT Cummins diesel
engine and a TH350 automatic transmission.
This custom Power Wagon has been featured
in Mopar Collectors Guide, Hot Rod magazine
and Truckin'. It is a winner of multiple ISCA
awards. “Full Metal Jacket” also has a
Goodguys Builder's Choice under its belt and
was named 2017 World's Ultimate Truck.
Wow. Does it go trail-riding, or trailer
riding? In number 2+ condition, it hammered
sold at $200,000, or $220,000 with fees. Did I
mention that Barrett-Jackson has a bidder’s
bar?

From the post-war era, we have Lot
#957, a Customized 1953 Dodge M37 with
Braden Winch. The glossy swamp scum green

is the first clue that the new owner shouldn’t try
to judge this in even an MVPA Motorpool class.
Underneath, it’s essentially a 2006 Ram 2500,
with 6.2 Liter Hemi V8 & 5-speed manual
transmission.
At least this one has
modifications that are useful in the real world,
and the build quality was good but not overthe-top silly. I’d have actually cottoned to it a
lot more if it wasn’t for the hokey “DD-214”
moniker on the hood (those of us who are vets
will know that). Overall condition 3+, declared
sold for $34,000, or $37,400 out the door.
Going from ridiculous to realistic, we
close with the only G503 here; lot 342, a 1942
Willys MB, VIN 126005. With a March 1942
acceptance date, it’s a very early stamped
grille with embossed Willys logo tub. The story
that goes with it is that it’s claimed to have
been assigned to the commanding general at
Ft. Sill, OK, hence the Major General ID plate yet incorrectly mounted on the driver’s side and
not the passenger’s (anyone who’s ever been

in military boot camp knows that for certain).

The seller also claimed that it retains its
original drivetrain and all original sheet metal.
It’s a fairly correct restoration, yet has some
cheap turns, such as plastic rear turn signal
lenses and housings. While it does have a lot
of original MB features, five things that aren’t
are the single-piece wheels. It’s also been
fitted with a M31C center pedestal and a resin
cast dummy M2 .50 cal. Overall condition 2-,
sold for $19,000, or with the check made out
for $20,900.

____________________________________________________________
From the center spread…
It’s an ice thing, you wouldn’t
David Bratager’s shop project this winter was
understand
building this quasi mil-spec scooter.

Ron Martin spied this ice sculpture at
the Detroit Lakes, MN Winter Carnival. That
snow hill trail must have been pretty rough, as
only the front half of the Jeep made it.

I think we found the replacement for Steve
McQueen if they ever do a remake of “The
Great Escape”.
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WANT ADS: To place an ad, email the editor at bmitchellcarlson@gmail.com , or US Mail to: 6938
Upper 5th St. N., Oakdale, MN 55128 – NO CALLS OR TEXTS!
FOR SALE:
1942 Ford GPW rolling chassis, freshly reconditioned with an emphasis on using correct Ford parts, in red
primer, ready to go the next step for your restoration. $2500
Ken Yuly: yuly@srt.com or 701-720-2707 (preferred, as Little Big Boss gets Ken’s emails)

1969 M816 5 ton 6x6 truck Wrecker, fresh engine overhaul and new tires, excellent condition. $21,000 OBO
1971 M818 truck tractor 5 ton 6x6 with a 1980 Southwest army machine shop (semi trailer mounted) complete
with shop machines, generator and over 200 small tools. $22,000 OBO
Contact Dianne Herr, 701-441-9000 or 701-448-2252
WANTED:
WWII Willys MB frame or parts jeep with a decent MB frame
Ken Yuly: yuly@srt.com or 701-720-2707 (cell).
Ford GPW oil pan (early riveted style preferred). Brian Carlson: bmitchellcarlson@gmail.com

2018 MEMBERSHIP DUES ARE DUE!
FINAL CALL! THIS WILL BE YOUR LAST ISSUE IF YOU HAVEN’T RENEWED!
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“Move it, move it…” These images from the 1942 Buckley Field (Colorado) annual book
shows the base CO (AAF Brigadier General L.A.Lawson) reviewing trainees going through the
“Burma Road course”. Notice that, unlike the auction jeep from Ft. Sill, his doesn’t have any
weapons, mounts, or a Jerry can. Interesting vehicles on the opposite side of the coulee, too.

Interested in joining the ND-MVCA?
The North Dakota Military Vehicle Collectors Association‘s mission is to provide a statewide
organization for military vehicle enthusiasts, historians, preservationists, and collectors interested in
the acquisition, restoration, preservation, public education, and safe operation of all eras of historic
military transport.
We have approximately 60 members from six states and two Canadian provinces with over
200 MV’s ranging in age from WWI through today’s Global War On Terror. Typically, we have a
meeting at least once a quarter during the year at various locations within North Dakota. Even
though we have club officers and are an affiliated chapter of the MVPA, we like to keep things as
light and informal as possible. We welcome any MV collector, restorer, or enthusiast, and ownership
of a vehicle is not a requirement. We publish this newsletter on a quarterly basis and have a website
(www.NDVMCA.com). Dues are $15 for one year or $25 for two years (and dues ARE due for
everyone in 2018). If you are interested in joining, please contact chapter president Rory Grenier
(701-739-4909) or Secretary/Treasurer Ron Martin (2301 Willow Rd. N., Fargo, ND 58102). We also
have a presence on social media: https://www.facebook.com/ndmvca

We’ve gotta hurry up and get our dues in to Ron, or we’ll miss the next issue!
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